Introduction. From the work of Fenchel and Nielsen
or from recent work of Keen [8] , it is known that for every finitely generated Fuchsian group T of the first kind the Teichmüller space T(T) is contractible. We extend this result here, proving that the Teichmüller space of every nonelementary finitely generated Fuchsian group is contractible* We give only an indication of the proof. The complete proof, which is rather technical, will appear later.
Definitions. Let U= {z(E.C:
Im z>0} be the upper half plane. Let T be a finitely generated group of Möbius transformations which map U onto itself. The limit set L(T) consists of all points in the extended plane which are limit points of some orbit Tz, #£ C. We assume that T is Fuchsian, meaning that L(Y) is a subset of the extended real axis, and nonelementary, meaning that L(T) contains at least three points. We shall in fact require that 0, 1, oo ÇLÇT). This involves no loss of generality, for if T is any nonelementary Fuchsian group, there is a Möbius transformation A: U->U such that the Fuchsian group AoToA^1 meets our requirement, and the Teichmüller spaces r(r) and TiAoToA- 1 such that the map ƒ o F: f" 1 (y) XNy->Ny is projection on the second factor. THEOREM 
The maps <E>: M(T)->T(T) and $#: M(T)->T#(T) are locally trivial.
Eells and the present author have proved this property of # in [5] by using the results of their paper [4] . A similar application of the results of [4] shows that $# is also a locally trivial map. We omit the details.
Now let Mo(T) = {MG W): *G*) -$(0)} and M*(T) = {/iSAfCT): &(JJL) =<ï> # (0)}. As a consequence of Theorem 1 we have the exact homotopy sequences -> iri(r(r)) -+ iro(Mo(T)) -> 7r 0 (M(r)), and . • • Ti(M(r)) -+Ti(T\v)) ->x«(jfi(r)) -^7r^(M(r)) -> -. • -• 7n(r # (r)) -> 7T 0 (^o(r)) -> *-0 (Jf (r)).
From these, since M(T) is contractible, we obtain isomorphisms
This is a consequence of (3.2), since Fenchel and Nielsen [7] and Keen [8] have proved that under our assumptions on T, T#(T) is contractible. From this exact sequence and Corollary 1 we obtain isomorphisms (3.3) *-,(r 0 (r)) SE 7r w (Mo(r)), i ^ 1.
Now put T 0 (T)=$(Mi(T))CT(T).
From (3.1) and (3.3) we obtain COROLLARY 
Ti(T(T))^7ri(T 0 (T)) for all I
If i = 0, (3.1) and (3.
3) do not apply, but T(T) and T 0 (T) are both connected, being continuous images of the connected sets M(T) and Mi(T).
4. An inverse of 3>. THEOREM 
J%£r£ w a continuous map s: TO(T)~-*MQ(T) such that $ o s: To(T)->To(T) is the identity map.
If T is a group of the first kind, then r 0 (r) is a single point and the theorem is obviously true. We shall sketch the proof of the theorem for a group Y of the second kind.
By the definition of strong equivalence, we may identify TQ(T) with the set of maps h: R-+R such that h = w IA \ R for some JJL in MQ(T). Our problem is to extend each such h to a quasiconformal map w h : U->U in such a way that the dilatation (wh)s/(wh) z belongs to Mt(Y) and varies continuously with h. Now R -L(T) is a union of open intervals I jt each of which is mapped onto itself by h (since h(x) ~x for all x in L(T)). Each interval Ij determines a noneuclidean half plane Hj bounded by 1$ and the noneuclidean line in U which terminates at the endpoints of Ij. Let H be the union of the Hj. In U-Hwe put w h (z) =z. The remaining problem is to define in each half-plane Hj a suitable quasiconformal map of Hj on itself having boundary values h on I 3 -and identity on the bounding noneuclidean line. This requires careful use of the methods of Beurling and Ahlfors [2] . We omit the rather lengthy arguments.
REMARK. The domain U-H is called by Fenchel and Nielsen the convex figure of Y (see [7] ).
5. Contractibility. We are now ready to prove THEOREM 
If T is any finitely generated nonelementary Fuchsian group, the Teichmüller space T(T) is contractible.

